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Composite shapes worksheets 1st grade

Looking for the best way to teach students how to create composite figures? This premium worksheet pack contains 10 tasks to challenge your students and help them understand composite figure creation. Composite figures are also called composite forms or composite forms. These are figures made by combining two or more basic
shapes such as circles, triangles, squares, etc. This is a fantastic package that includes everything you need to know about creating composite figures over 15 in-depth pages. These are grade 1 math worksheets aligned common core ready to use. Each ready-to-use worksheet collection includes 10 tasks and an answer guide. Don't
teach common core standards? Don't worry! All our worksheets are fully editable, so they can be customized for your resume and target audience. Click one of the following sample images to see a larger version. Worksheet tasks included Color the Shapes My Teacher Says School Supplies Sharpening My Pen Cut, Paste, Clip I Got an
Ace My School Bus Sketch and Paint School Grounds I Love School Printable Math Worksheets can be customized for your audience Composing Shapes is such a fun topic in first grade and kindergarten geometry! Learning to compose 2D and 3D shapes is fun because, well, they can build! Which guy doesn't like to build? I have a LOT
of activities, centers and ideas for small groups to share with you to teach compound forms that I hope your students will love! First of all - use pattern blocks in every activity you can! Students are much more engaged when they can physically hold and manipulate shapes to build new ones. Give them time to explore. They love taking
photos from blocks, so it's an easy introductory task to get them used to putting together blocks to create an image. Let them build what they want on their mat, then write how many of each block of patterns they used. I recommend printing the color version of these mats and rolling them or putting them in a sheet protector like I did above
and having students use a dry marker to write them down. This way you can use them over and over again, and children can build and record multiple images in one sitting by writing and cleaning. So, in small groups, you can get them to build something specific. Make sure that each person builds a flower (in his own way) or a robot, a
person, a butterfly, a large triangle, etc. Talk to them about how they put the blocks together to create a new shape. Get them to talk to each other about the shapes they used. Kids love taking pictures from the blocks... and it will whether it's an activity you give them or not, so it's best to get it out of their system early :) Once they enjoyed
exploring, give them activity cards to build! In small groups, show the entire card of group one, place it in the center of the table so that they can all and have them built. Ask them questions about what shapes they used, how many shapes make up the new shape, etc. If you want to make it an independent center after using it in small
groups, simply give the kids a stack of tabs and a registration sheet. I made 2 sets so they can do the math station twice (or you could copy it back and give more cards to challenge older kids). Have them take a card, build it, then color in the shapes they used for that paper like this: if you want to be named the best teacher ever for the
day, you could also incorporate the dough into these composable shape lessons. Give each child at your table their own tin of dough to build into a ball, then flatten them. It is important that each child uses the entire lass so that it is thick enough to impress. Then, select a tab to build with pattern blocks. Make them build on top of the flat
dough. Once built, make them push down very difficult to imprint in the dough. Keep the pieces together as they push so that the blocks do not move away from each other. Carefully detach the pattern blocks and reveal their new shape! I also made these modular form boards for 3D shapes. You know me, I distinguish everything I can so
that there are 2 sets - one in which it combines only two 3D shapes and a set in which it also combines 3 shapes as in the N card seen below. Students simply look at the board and color in the 3D shapes of which the new composite shape is made. You can also have them build each card with three-dimensional shape blocks if you have
them. Asking questions about which shapes were used is a great vocabulary review for geometry too. If you want to incorporate the dough again, a large activity of small groups is talking about which shapes make up the 3D shapes. For example, show them a cylinder and point to the circular face and ask them what shape it is. They can
stamp it in the dough to see that it is a circle. Do it for all three-dimensional blocks (triangular prism, rectangular prism, etc.) to see what shapes are made of. Again, it's a great vocabulary review to talk about faces and apply it to real-world questions. This rectangular prism consists of 2 square faces and 4 rectangular faces etc. I also did
worksheets for this skill where they only look at the image and color in the shapes it's made of. The star in the upper right corner of the worksheets always tells you the layer (A, B, or C) that a worksheet is for easy differentiation. I've also made worksheets like this for 2D shapes like this: I highly recommend allowing students to use blocks
of to understand these answers. Have him try to build the hexagon using each given set until he can find the set that makes a perfect hexagon. You could have them build over a hexagonal block for for it's easier. Talking about making it easier, as I said, I distinguish everything I can, so I also did a simpler version where the lines are
already there for them (level A - note the star in the corner). Still make sure they build it and color it on their sheet to show you that they built it. I've talked about it in other math posts, as well as in other posts, which I think it's important to meet kids at their level but with the same activity (or at least work on the same skill) whenever you
can. This activity provides the extra help that struggling students might need by providing lines, but it's still working on the same skill. You also want to challenge every child, including your young children. A big challenge is to make big triangles! This is obviously a bit more challenging because they need more shapes to do it and have to
fit it perfectly into the triangle without white spaces or protrusions. Your older children will love this, but so will your younger children. It's like a puzzle for them and kids LOVE puzzles. As you can see, there is a C in the upper right corner so you know it's a more challenging task. Going out of this, a small-group activity I LOVE to challenge
kiddos is Grow It! Give your kids a triangular block and then tell them to create a bigger triangle.... once they do, tell him to make an even bigger triangle ... And so on! You can easily differentiate yourself simply by making sure that your older children create bigger and bigger triangles. It's a fantastic challenge and they love to do it. You
can do it with any of the shapes. Give them a hexagon and let them build a bigger one... and a bigger one... and a bigger one... You can also do it with the trapezoid or square. It's just super fun and encourages critical thinking - I highly recommend it. Another game I absolutely love is Fill Me Up! Children take turns rolling the dice to know
what shape to grab and add to their hexagons. I made 2 dice - one with a hexagon and one without so I could make the game easier/harder. They can move their pieces at any time in the game to fit new ones because their hexagons need to be filled perfectly where there is no white space and no overhanging shape (going beyond the
lines). The first person to fill all their hexagons perfectly wins! It's a favorite of kids, but I personally love it because they have to think critically to fill their shapes perfectly and are super motivated to manipulate them around. It's just a lot of great practice where they don't even realize how much they think they're doing. :) I also included 2
different spinners so I can make spinners instead of dice. I also made a board of more challenging where they have to perfectly fill both triangles (no white space or over hangs) to win! Another fun game to use this spinner or dice with is a game I call Towers. It's a great game for partners. Give each partner set a model template and a
shape spinner or form dice. In turn they roll the dice to know what shape to grab after as in Fill Me Up BUT each child grabs that piece to add to their tower. Their towers will be identical. You might as well have them choose their shapes, but I think it's more fun to make them look the same. This is just me though - edit it however you want
for your class! The funniest part is that it's PORTRAIT! They're building! Then partner A rolls the dice and gets a hexagon so that he puts a hexagon on his feet and partner B copies them. Then, partner B rolls and gets a trapezoid and adds it to their tower. Partner A copies what he does. And so on. Every time they roll, they add it to their
tower and the other person copies them. When someone's tower falls, the other person wins! If you don't want it to be a game where someone wins... use it as an activity where you just try to build as high a tower as possible with your partner before it falls. It's really fun! Another highly addictive way to practice is with cuts and pastes! If
you've read all my math posts, you know I'm obsessed with cutting and bonding for math! Just because you're doing a cut and paste task doesn't mean they can't use blocks! Again, the more you can use your hands on materials, the better! It actually just helps them build that conceptual understanding and see the new forms they're doing.
Let us dare those pieces on paper and build them to understand the new composite shape. The same goes for paper and pencil worksheets. They can still use blocks. For example, this task asks them to understand how many of each block need to create a certain shape. See how they filled a hexagon with triangles above it to figure out
how many it took? Then, for the next question, they're doing the same thing with diamond blocks. For this task, they should create a new shape with those dates and draw it. They can build it with blocks first on their paper, then track and color them. It's just nice to give them that extra support. These worksheets can be used independently
or in small groups. Again, the level is in the corner. See how this C level below is just a bit more challenging by adding 3 blocks? They're all kind of sneaky differentiation. :) Okay, just another activity, and then I'm going to get you back to your day. I love sharing ideas and getting excited and then these posts end up being mile long but I
hope they are useful for you and that you have earned some things that you can bring to your class. I would love to hear from you in the comments if you found this post useful! So this activity is all about patterns! Give the children a (the first above is trapezoid + triangle/turbot) and just keep them going! They can also do this with a partner
where their partner starts a model and extends it. It's also a great big group activities during the first exploration of shape composition. I hope you enjoyed this post! If you want materials for any of the activities I've talked about, they're ALL included in my 17 first grade math unit and Composing shapes is just one in 5 units. It is rich in
geometric resources for small students!  Unit 17 - Geometry: 2D shapes and 3D Shapes
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